Davika’s Ponderings

If there is a fruit bowl on the table, filled with fruit, you could have a piece of
fruit. The fruit bowl that I have is a pretty glass round bowl and every now and
then I fill it up with fruit, so there is always fruit available. There used to be a
stick by the door and when you came in you wondered ‘what is that stick doing
there?’ If you drop a piece of fruit on the floor, you pick it up and put it in the
bin, not back in the fruit bowl. If you pick up a stick in the garden and then
drop it to see where it lands, or point it at the fruit bowl it could measure
where you need to put it.
There is sugar and water which you mix to a pater and drip a few drops into
your fruit bowl to the coat the chopped up fruit, to make it sweet. And then
you add a drop of lemon juice and it can really make fruit more exciting.
A stick can be used to mix paint and one drop of it could leave a mark in the
floor so you move everything out of the way, even the fruit bowl, so you don’t
break anything.
********
It’s nice to put a vase on the table and put flowers in, with a little water. A
bouquet of fresh flowers from your garden is a good idea. Watch out for the
rain when it pours down outside in the garden, wait for it to stop and collect
some flowers. If it does start to rain come inside and put the radio on and wait
for the rain to stop.
The vase on the table could remind you of something and when you look at it,
it seems like the same vase you saw one day, when you were out at the shops.
You turn the radio down and look outside to see if it has stopped raining and
go and collect the flower.

A nice vase is special because it’s an ornament for a nicely decorated home.
You can choose whatever vase you want that suits your home. Keep the vase
somewhere and just use it in summer, when there is summer rain out in the
garden.
The radio is kept in-doors in case it does rain, and plays for a while to listen to
some music. I like the kind of things that look simply good and a vase that has a
good design is one of favourites things. Only in summer, when it doesn’t rain,
when you listen to the radio, does a vase look good on the table.
***********
I like travelling, it’s the kind of one off idea that someone rarely has, and leaves
you with a happy reminder of a good day and a good journey. I knew I
shouldn’t ask for a taxi and only take a bus, but it’s a quick and simple way of
getting there. If you ask, how was your journey? They might say it was good or
not good.

Or they brought me to the door of Westlands, it was very good. Do you mean
Westlands was good or the taxi was good? If you ask someone how do you
want to get there, they might ask you where do you want to go and if you say
Westlands, they might get you a taxi, to bring you straight to the door and you
could be home in ten minutes. This might seem confused and complicated, but
a journey from here to there is really the right ????? to have taken, if you
check with someone where you are going. If there are other people there, do
they seem to rely on you, even if your not sure? Maybe they haven’t had the
chance to sit down to discuss the ride for you and they could e wondering
what a completely new kind of ride you really need, and what sort of car would

they e able to provide for you. It sounds like a journey, that’s taken you
nowhere and someone like you could have been followed there to see a
strange place, you’ve never seen before.
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